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1.0 ABSTRACT

Volatility Pilot Plant Mart III Fluorinstor will be a di—>1- r—Au 
type vessel, each chamber 2-1/2 ft. by 16 in. o.d. separatea by a 5 in. . 
pipe 15 in. long. ASMS flanged and dished heads vill be used for the 
ch—her tope and conical sections with a 60° apex angle for tbo 
bottoms • A new furnace designed to maintain the complete lower rhaadur 
(molten salt * freeboard) above —it temperature will eliminate pact 

experiences of salt solidification on the wall, heads, and la or on the 
internal process 11—a. External pipe runs will be utores istance heated
as a
to allow melting and drain back of salt plugs- The upper ch—her serves 

6as de-entre1—ent and solids precipitation device to retain most 
of the entrained salt and condensable fluorides in the 100-koo°c Ti—jer
ature range.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Oxidmtion of UF
bubbling fluorine

to UFe and subsequent. volet 111 net ion accomplished by 
_______ ___________ ____ through a liquid mixture of molten fluoride salts of 
zirconium, l1thium, sodium and fission products at 500-600 C requires a 
special reaction vessel. Design inforwation for the Volatility Fllot Plant 
Nark TTT Fluorinator is furnished. Vassal r spier sweat is rsqui red becmuse 
of bottom nmnge daused while jack hawwring a vaste salt charge from the 
Nark XI -B Fluorinator. Three previous pilot plant node la revealed the 
folloving mnjor needs 1 (1) a method for melting and draining unwanted
solidified salt from those proem 11 we extending into the molten salt, 
(2) to maintain the entire reaction chamber tempereture above the salt 
melting point, avoiding salt solidification on the wall and in process 
lines above the salt level, (3) a solids settling chamber for precipitation 
of solids and entrainment from the gas strew at tesperaturee lower than 
those of the molten salt rhwhher, and (M a satisfactory method of agitation
for sempling purpcses.

up of Of 
effect ci

Fret studies by G. X. Cathers etal. indicated possible build
in a large gas chamber above the salt resulting in an equilibrating 
sing suppression of UF, evolution from the welt. The double 

cheaper moel avoids this conditon by creating a slightly higher velocity
through the reduced passege of the connecting section, thereby preventing 
back flow. Laboratory work indicated increased particle settling rates as 
the gas chamber approached isothermal conditions, believed to be the result 
of turbulence reduction brought about by approaching a sfTewl inert gas flow 
pattern.

The Nark XU double chamber nodal will consist of two 16 in. o.d. 
cylindrical sections connected by a 5 in. NFS pipe with an overall heisht 
of about 7 ft. (see Fig. 1). ASMS hearts will be used for the chamber tops. 
The -han^nr bottoms will be conical to facilitate funneling solids through 
the 5 in. neck into the lower reaction chantwx and to facilitate liquid 
agitation in the lower chamber. The ASMS Boiler Code, Section 8, Unfixed 
Pressure Vessels, with a mimmm corrosion allowance of 0.110 in. will apply. 
The bottom rhaWr is sized for a 55 liter charge plus about 507 freeboard. 
The upper chmmber is about equal in volume. All process nosales except the 
gw straw exit will enter the lover chwhar top dished head in the heated 
zone. The product gas stream will exit through the nozzle via way of the 
5 in. inspection nosale located on top of the uvper chawber. See Figures 
1, 2 and 3 for general features.

3.0 GAS KHM IM Iff STUDIES USING 
TE MARKK XI FLUORINATOR

3.1 METHODS

A barren molten salt charge was used (equi-molaz HaP-ZrP,) in the Nark 
II vessel to saturate nitrogen gas with ar " "
22.3 ala. The norunl eus exit through the CRP

at process flor conditions of
trap was sealed off and the

entire straw forced through a glass wool filter cartridge attached to a
corrosion specimen nozzle- Cartridge weight increase over a specific time
vas used for deterwination of gas stream entrairwint rate, 
attempted under tew nature conditions listed in Table 1.

r 9

Studies were
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Nozzle
A 
B 
C 
0 
E 
F 
a 
H 
j
K 
L 
M 
W 
O 
P 
It 
8

Size
5" NpS 
1"
3,8" 
1/2" 
3/8" 
1/8" 
1/8" 
1/8" 
3/4" 
3/8" 
1/2"

• 1/2" 
1/2" 
1/2"
1,2" 
1/2" 
1/"-T

Service
Inspecton
UF ; Outlet

X Outlet
F2 Inlet
Thermocouple Well
IX BP and 80 BP 
80 LP
IX IP
Sampler
Salt Islet
Corrosiuu stugy
Corrosion Study
Corrosion Study 
Corrosion Study 
Corrosion Study 
Corrosion Study 
Lenk Detector

FIG:2NOZZLE. ORIENFFAFL©N . MARK II_ FV-100
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TABIE I

Condition
Number

1
2

1
1

Noltes 881t

600
650
600
650
600
650
600
650

FV-100 
Mantle 
Eentez()

Off 
Off 
On
Ob 
Ob 
On
Ob 
Ob

Ges

10250

- 500 
260-530 

600 
650 
600 
600

55 Gal

MO (2)
1OO (a)

(1) For Conditions 1 through A the fluorinstor mantle was uninsulnted 
except for a 4 bU sheet of alunmam foil vrepped eround both the side and 
top flange- For all remsining conditions the want la was heated with tubular 
heaters and insulated with 2 inches of distomnceous allice anteatoe fiber 
insulation uning the VPP standard method.

(2) For conditions 7 end 6 s 55 Q»UnB drum vas connected to he gas 
discharge 11m and the ^Ibbs wool filter cartridge vas moved to the far 
ena of the rum. No heat or insuiation was une ob the drum.
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3-2 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
Results of nine test runs using tempura ture conditions l- ~oove are 

shown in Teble 2. Calculations using ZrF vapor pressure data show that 
entrainment rates increase shurply with molten salt temgerature. Experimental 
rates were higher for higher molten salt temp aratures, but the ratio of 
actual solids discharge rate to the calculated ErFh entrainment rate de
creased rapidly with increased molten salt t sugars ture, indicating a greater 
ZrF vapor ccndensation rate at higher liberation rates or/and entrainment 
of another material such as the molten salt at a rate independent of temper- 
ature, and most likely a function of gas flow rate. Further proof of 
molten salt entrainment as indicated above was evidenced by the presence of 
considerable quantities of crystals of sodlum-zirconium fluoride compounds 
determined by X-ray diffraction analysis of the collected solids from two 
runs. Approximately 70$ of the material was sodluas-tirconium fluoride crystals 
during periods of low ZrF vapor generation (solids collection rate of 0-60 
g/hr-Run 3) and only 10-3 during periods of nigh ZrF vapor generation 
(solids collection rate of 2.3 g/h Run 4).

In a series of runs vith an uninsulated mantle and a melt tgeperetu.8 
of 600°c, the gas phase exit temperature vas incrensed from 10 C to 25 C, 
this increesed the solids discharge rate by about 10$. In another series 
of runs where the moiten salt t sags nature vas held at 650 C the gas phase 
exit tagparamrs vas increased from 200°  C to 260 C and the solids discharge 
rate was increased by about 305- This may indicate better solids retention 
conditions exist with lower melt and/or lower exit tway natures.

Runs using conditions from No. 5 on in Table 1 failed because of
nl iiewine in the gas-discharge line at the fluorinator top flange. Attempts 
to heat this line and flange above the ZrF, condensation tseg era tune were 
unsuccessful because of equipment beating limitation^ and since time censuming 
extensive modifications would have been required to correct this situation, 
these tests were discontinued in favor of testing in the Nark III model 
prior to radioactive runs. However, before plugging occured in the last 
series of runs, indications were that only about 10 to 20% of the solids 
entering the drum were discharged to the glass wool collector. Plugging of 
the exit line was not experienced during the cooler mantle temperature runs 
probably because ZrF solids (or snow) were furmed in the gas phase and 
carried through the cool line (2OO°C) as entrained particles rather than 
a vapor.

3-3 co sc UJSIOXS

1. All fluorinator operations should be carried out at the lowest possi
ble molten salt tssgunature.

2. The upper tone and preferably an upper chamber should operate at 
temperatures of 4oo°c or lower to minimise entratnswint.

3. A series of similar runs should be carried out in the Nark XII 
Fluorinator prior to any cold run testing. Experimental data of this nature 
would be extremely valuable during future process runs.

580 0?
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ZrF,, ■■moT—rr RESULTS FROM PILOT PLAT STUDIES

Molten Salt Q
Tn qpn return t C

650
670 am.
690 am.
600
600
650
600
600
600

Mantie
Henters

Gas Phase
Temperature
Range," C__

Calculated
But in In— nt
of ZrF, From
Vapor Pressure
Data (1) gr—/hr

Experi- 
mental 
Rate, 
gramn/hr

(1) BI -106 p 13

530 08

Off 
Off 
Off 
Off
Off 
On
On 
On
On

200-125) 
190-10o) 
175-380 
140-3002 
10-250) 
260-530) 
245-500 
215-195) 
240-490)

4.12
6.13

0:22 
0.94 
4.12 
0.94 
0.94 
0.94

1.1 
1.5

822, 
0.66 
1.44 
0.60 
0.72 
0.70

...... —..—
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4.0 VESSEL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 PHYSICAL FKATURBS

General size and shape requirement of the Mark III Fluorinator double 
chamber unit is shown in Fig. 1. Both chambers have a nominal 16 in. dia, 
are 2-1/2 ft. high and are connected by a 5-3/4 in. dia x 15 in. cylindrical 
section. ASMS flanged and dished 3/8 in. standard heads will be used for 
the chamber tops. The chamber shell wall, conical sections and cylindrical 
connecting section will be fabricated from 3/8 in. nickel plate. The in
spection nozzle located on top of the vessel will be 5 in« sch 40 pipe sealed 
with a blind flange. Flanges will be 5 in. 150 lb. ABA ring joint with an 
octagonal soft copper Ho. R-4o ring and VPP leak test device.

4.2.1 OrientationNozzle orientation for the lower chamber top head is shown in Fig. 
2. The inspection, UF6 outlet, and le detection nozzles, A, B and S in the 
Fig. 2 nozzle list, are located on the upper chamber top section shown in 
Fig. 2. All nozzles are sch 40 pipe except Nozzle 8 which is a standard tube 
size.

4.2.2 Internal Process Lines
All Internal lines will be 1/2 in. WPS sch 80 "A" Wickel pipe.

The waste salt outlet, fluorine inlet, and instrument lines will be rigidly 
supported by the draft tube. The high-pressure liq "u level and specific 
gravity lines will have snubbers on their outlets similar to those of the 
previous design. An inverted funnel-shaped guide will be located beneath the 
sample nozzle.

A draft tube fabricated from 2 in. sch 40 pipe will be attached 
to the internal pipes as shown in Fig. 3- Its functicn will be to provide 
adequate mixing during sampling operations.

4.2.3 Corrosion Specimens
Corrosion specimen nozzles will be equipped with Swage lok butt 

veld connectors as previously used. Proper alignment is essential to per
mit free passage of the rod into the lover chamber- Six nozzles will be 
provided.

4-2.4 ■'‘^’toresi stance Heating
Process lines extending into the molten salt mixture will be auto

resistance heated for a distance of about 10 ft. from the vessel. Lines 
involved are: the vasts salt, fluorine inlet, liquid level high pressure, 
and specific gravity high pressure. The split circuit method will be used 
to heat the lines from the vessel head to a high point in the cell. Heated 
sections vill require high temperature insulation for utilization of exist
ing and new electrical transformers of reasonable size and capacity.

380 09
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4.3 VESSEL SUPPORT

Vessel supports attached to the upper chamber will carry the entire 
vessel weight plus charge at process conditions. The bottom chamber will 
be suspended freely in the FV-500 Furnace.

4.4 MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

The vessel shell and heads will be fabricated from 3/8 in. "L" Nickel 
plate. All external nozzles will be fabricated from "L" Nickel pipe except 
where autoresistance heating requires Inconel. All internals will be fabri
cated from "L" Nickel materials but "A** Nickel pipe will be substituted 
where "L" Nickel cannot be procured in reasonable time. Where advisable 
Inconel pipe and flanges will be substituted for "L" Nickel to avoid pro
curement delays. Vessel supports may be fabricated from Inconel or other 
satisfactory metals. Swagelok connectors for corrosion specimen nozzles 
should be Inconel.

4.5 CORROSION ALLOWANCE

A minimum corrosion allowance of 0.110 in. will be used for design 
purposes.

5.0 PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

5.1 PRESSURE

During normal fluorinator operations the vessel will be at atmospheric 
pressure, except 5 psi No is required to start siphoning of the waste salt 
transfer. A plug in thegas stream, or waste salt line, could result in a 
pressure increase equal to that of the maximum regulated nitrogen or fluorine 
supply in use. In past pilot plant operations the maximum pressure of 
regulated supplies was 12 psi. The 20 psi vessel design pressure selected 
includes a reasonable safety factor.

5.2 TEKPERATURE

The normal operating range will be 450-6000C for both fluorination and
waste salt transfer operations.
100-400°c.

The desired exit gas temperature range is
The lower chamber and intermediate connecting section between 

chambers will require a 750°C maximum operating temperature to melt off- 
specification salt mixtures and material splattered up on the walls during 
processing.

5.3 CORROSION

Past VPP operations produced a corrosion rate of 0.055 in. per month 
under the most severe conditions, hence the 0.110 in. allowance should allow 
continous operation for a minimum of two months.

,0580
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5.4 SAMPLING

Feed and waste samples for S. F.
necessary, 
methods:

In pilot plant experiments
countability and process control are 
waste samples were taken by three

the standard copper ladle (top sampling), floving stream, and
solid sections• from the waste container. The average uranium concentration 
was about a factor of 10 higher for the flowing stream over the standard 
method and about a factor of 20 lower than the solid sampling method. Ths 
indication of inadequate mixing led to a series of draft tube experiments 
that showed a conical bottom with center spaced draft tube should produce 
adequate agitation.

6.0 HEATING REQUIREMENTS

6.1 FLUORINATOR FURNACE

A pot type furnace capable of heatins and maintaining the lower chamber 
shell at 750°C is required. An elevator device similar to the previous one 
will be required to lower the furnace for Vidgage measurements, and re
moval for maintainance purposes. The power requirement will be 35 kv. 
Specifications are given in Section 7. The furnace will contain a 3/16 in. 
Inconel liner.

6.2 INTER-CHAMBER HEATER - FV-5OOA

The Inter-chamber Heater will cover the intermediate cylindrical section 
between chambers and the conical bottom section of the upper chamber using 
a single control device. It will have the capacity to heat the inside 
vessel wall to a 7500C maximum tempereture. A design power input of 2 kw 
per sq ft of surface area was adequate on previous units. Tubular heaters 
with alloy sheath for recommended maximun serivce of 1500°F will be used 
as the basic heating units. They will be wrapped with stainless steel shim 
stock and 2 in. of diatomaceous silica-esbestos fiber insulation where needed. 
Techniques applied in building previous heaters will be use.

-c. L. Whitmarsh, "Reliability of the Salt Sampling Procedure in VPP,"
CF-59-1-131.
2
J- B. Ruch and S. H. Stainker, "VPP - Fluorinator Design, Effect of a Conical 

Bottom on the Solids Circulation Rate," CF-59-5-15.

11
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6.3 UPPER CHAMBER HEATER, FV-5OOB

The upper chamber heater covers the surface r sore the conical hot tea. 
The product gas outlet nozzle will be heated by .Ige heaters rather than 
this heater. A ■sir! Tins service temperature of 500 C vill be required for 
this zone. A minimum power input of 2-kv per sq-ft.of surface area will 
be used. Tubular heating units will be used in -he -ame winner as des
cribed in Section 6.2 above.

7.0 APPTRNDIX

7.1 URAMTWG LIST

D-33393
D-33394 
0-33395 
D-35910 
D-56592

FV-1OO Mark III Fluorinator
Fluorinator Details Sheet No. 1 
Fluorinator Details Sheet So. II 
Fluorinator Details Sheet No. Ill
Beaters, FV-500A and FV-500B

580 12
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7-2 SPECIFICATIORS FOR -500 MARK II

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
Operated by

Union Carhide nuclear Company
Chemical Technology Pl vision

Process Design Section

Issued: March 24, 1959

SPSCIFICATIOMB FOR KUCCTRIC FURMAOE, mEK FV-!XX

VPPHDROFLUORINATION ADDITION, BUILDING

1. SCOPE

This specification covers the requirements for one electric furnace, 
for use in melting salt contained in a vertical, cylindrical vessel. The 
furnace is to be rated at 30 minimum. This specification includes the 
furnishing of the furnace complete with internal viring, but with no electrienl 
equpment beyond the incoming power terminal box unless a transformer is 
required for furnace operation. Bo cover is required.

The folloving draving is a u eg? mi ant part of this specificntion: 
D-33393 FV-100 Mark III FluorInator.

II. TIPB OF SEVICE

The furnace is required to beat a vessel in vhich a redioactive salt is 
processed at a temperature of 1h0o°F anrfs—. The vessel to contain the 
radioactive salt will be supplied by the buyer. This vessel will be supported 
independently of the furnace.

III. SPECIFICATIONS

Mechanical

1. The portion of the vessel that the furnace is to beat is 16 in. 
o.d. x JO In. nigh. The inside dinmeter of the furnace will have to be 19 in.
diameter to receive this vessel with edequate clenrance. boated height of
the furnace shall be 42 in. The outside disaster of the furnace shall be held 
to a mint with a 32 in. maximum o.d. if feasible.

2. The exterior surface of the furnace shall be covered with at 
least a Bo. 10 UBS gauge (0.137 in.) sheet steel Jacket to protect the in
sulation from damage. All exterior metal surfaces are to be finished with 
two coats of aluminum paint.

^OU 13
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3. All zetal parts vhich ure exposed to the hest of toe furnace 
shall be of a suitable atablized eustenitc stninless stee.

B. The r — l I nsulation
The furnnce shall have sufricient insulation to lialt tne out- 

•id* surfnce temperature to 150° ■rise vithen ambient sir tempersture of 
70° vhen the tempernture innide the furnnce is 14co°F.

C. Electrical Requirements

1. Available Power
The churactersties of avnilnble power are 230 volts, three 

phmse, 60 cycles A. C.

2- Fewer Bating
The total power input to the furnnce shall be 35 nint—s. 

Three seperste beating elements shall be delta connected into a single control 
zone. The delta connection is required to allow continued operation in the 
event that a single element fails.

3. Control
The operating tRin ■ture inside the furnace will be mnintained 

by control equpment to be furnished by the Buyer. The Beller shall supply a 
suitable thermocouple protecting tube inserted through the wall of the furnnce.

4- Beating Tiemerit*
The heating elements ehall be sutisble for exposure to furnace 

atmosphere and continuous operation at 16000F with navi—** life expectancy: 
they she 1.1 be round cross section (rod-type element); and the watt density 
per equare Inch of exposed surface shall not exceed 13. Beating elements 
shall have a nominnl chemicnl i: opposition of Bo nickel and 205 chromtum.

Bl anew ta shall be supported in a manner which allow* even and 
free sliding of the ale—nt vith sufficient provisien for expansion and 
contraction throughout the entire length without shorting out or grounding any 
portion. Sufficient electrical insulation shall be provide to pemlt ground- 
free operation at 1600° when contorted to the required voltage. Beating 
elements shall be supported at sufficient intervals so that when thereel 
expansion and contraction occur» the elemente do not contact any object other 
than al went insulator-supports. All mnterinls used in contact with toe 
heating elements shall be of such compostion that essentially no oxidation 
or high t s*p ■ re tur* corrosion will occur at noraal operating tesyi store in 
air. The besting el extents theme elves shall remain essentially oxidation and 
corrosion-free at 1600° in air.

No coppez shall be used where the temperature exceeds 350°. 
Th* termnals shall be so arranged that the buyer cen aete power supply 
connections vithout disturbing toe hesting el fit lesds. If splices are to 
be ee de to the si—nts to brins out the leads, such spile** shall be brazed 
or welded to th* elements. All leads hich run through the nsulation shall 
be of adequate sis* and current capeci-y to evoia excessive temperature rise 
at these points at full load.

580 IM
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IV. XERAL CQKSIOEKATIOKS

A. Information Required

1. The Seller shnll submit with his quotatio. approxmate outline
and internal furnace dimensions. In addition, he shall submit complete data 
on the elements he proposes to use, including geometries of element arrange- 
ment, watt density, and element brand designntion.

2. Prior to the start of construction the Beller shall subgit for 
approval nine copies of detailed drawings covering dimensons, essembly, non
standard details, weight*, mnterials, and wiring dingrams.

3. Within 19 dnys after written approval, the Beller shall furnish 
nine certified copies of each draving. Only after the Buyer grar ts approval 
in vriting shall the Beller proceed with fabrication.

h. The Seller shall furnish the Buyer eight r tag? late sets of in
stallation, operation, and maintennnce manuals of instructions, including 
parts lists and a recommended list of spare parts, within 30 days after 
notification of the contract award.

9. The Buyer’s purchase order number shall be shown in the title 
block of each drawlng.

Specifications prepared by 
tf, A. haa^, frept

Engineering and Mechanical DIvision

J, B. BMh
Process Design Section
Ch—1 fl Technology Division
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